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Abstract 
From the early past to the present, biotechnologies have produced the ability to genetically trans-
form a wide variety of plant species. The plant transformation technologies have changed the face 
of agriculture and plant biology. Plant genetic transformation is one of the key technologies for 
crop improvement in addition to emerging approach for producing recombinant proteins in 
plants. Both plastid genomes and plant nuclear can be genetically modified. Until now, essential 
functional differences between the prokaryotic-like genome of the plastid and the eukaryotic ge-
nome of the plant cell nucleus will have an impact on characteristics of transgenic organism. Thus, 
the main goals are to generate transgenic plants with the traits of interest as well as minimizing 
the amount of transgenic DNA in plants while maximizing stability of gene expression and trait 
performance. In this review, two broad groups of gene delivery methods will be discussed namely, 
(bilogical and physical methods) and subsequently there applications for improving disease re-
sistance will be discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Fundamental element for crop improvement and development of new cultivars with desirable characters is the 
ability to modify the genetic composition of a plant. To develop new lines by sexual hybridization, plant breed-
ers have employed the naturally happening genetic variability in existing germplasm [1]. 

To generate genetic variability, the development of somatic cell hybridization and protoplast culture is one of 
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the first patterns. Additionally, in vitro culture of plant cells in suboptimal conditions is established to induce 
genetic variations which term somaclonal variation [2]. To create genetic variation across species, the Agrobac-
terium tumefaciens-mediated integration of foreign DNA into a cell’s nuclear genome has become the method of 
choice in which the introduced gene is inherited following Mendelian genetics, regardless of sexual compatibil-
ity or genetic proximity [3]. 

The first step for genetic transformation is the DNA delivery to cells or tissues, followed by culture and selec-
tion to permit only those tissues and cells having a marker gene (for instance, herbicide resistance gene or anti-
biotic) to proliferate and survive further. Then, plants are regenerated from the surviving cells, embedded and 
rooted in the soil. Such primary transformants after that are used for molecular analyses for determination of 
copy number of the transgenes of interest [4] [5] (For more details, see Figure 1). 

Approaches for delivering DNA into plant cells and gene transformation can be divided into two major cate-
gories: direct and indirect DNA deliveries. Direct method does not employ bacterial cells as mediators, as an al-
ternative, it uses a chemical alteration or physical force such as electric discharge or pressure to deliver the vec-
tor DNA into a host cell [5]. Whereas, in indirect approach, genes of interest are introduced into the target cell 
through bacteria, for instance, Agrobacterium tumefaciens or Agrobacterium rhizogenes [1]. For introducing 
genes into plants, microprojectile bombardment and Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer direct are the most 
widely exploited methods because of their ability to transform intact, re-generable tissues and organs [6]-[8]. In 
this essay, two broad groups of gene delivery methods will be discussed namely (bilogical and physical meth-
ods), and subsequently there applications for improving disease resistance will be discussed. 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of physical and biological methods commonly used for gene transfer to plants and the 
general steps leading to the growth of a putative transgenic. (A) Agrobacterium-mediated T-DNA transfer. (B) Direct DNA 
transfer through particle bombardment or biolistics. (C) Regeneration and selection of transformed callus and shoots, 
adopted from [1] [5]. 
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2. Biological Method 
Agrobacterium-Mediated Gene Transfer 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a Gram-negative soil phytopathogenic bacterium which causes crown gall disease 
in plants and it can be grown in vitro in simple culture media without any added plant growth hormones and the 
bacterium [9]. This disease is established by neoplastic growth caused by the integration of the transferred DNA 
(T-DNA) obtained from specific DNA fragments (Ti) plasmid into the plant nuclear genome [10]. This feature is 
widely used in plant biotechnology, and Agrobacterium is the most important tool employed to produce trans-
genic plants [5]. In the past three decades, the biology of Agrobacterium and its relations with host plant have 
been the subject of many studies, for recent review see [11]. 

The understanding of the T-DNA integration pathways have considerably enriched by releasing new studies 
and in the same time, it exposed many host factors that participate in these events [7] [11]. T-DNA integration 
for Agrobacterium includes two main steps: firstly, the T-strand is converted to a double-stranded form; and 
secondly, the host cell DNA repair machinery mediates the double-stranded T-DNA integration into double 
strand breaks in the host genome [11]. 

Briefly, the following steps of host genetic transformation facilitated by Agrobacterium are: The induction of 
Agrobacterium’s virulence machinery results in expression and activation of the virulence genes (vir genes), 
some of these genes are important in the transfer of T-DNA from the bacterium to host cell, whereas others 
helps in targeting T-DNA to the nucleus and most likely to the precise integration site in the host cell for 
T-DNA [5] [12]. This first step mobilises a single stranded DNA segment from the (Ti) plasmid which usually 
contains one T-DNA region. However, in some cases, a Ti plasmid may comprise multiple T-DNA regions [13]. 
This section of transferred DNA (T-DNA), bounded by two (25) bp direct repeat sequences defined as right and 
left borders (RB and LB) [14], it is termed the T-strand, and the DNA present in between the border sequences 
is transferred to the receiver plant nucleus [11]. In addition, VirD2, linked with VirD1, forms a nuclease able to 
remove the T-strand by a strand-replacement mechanism, at the completion of which VirD2 remains covalently 
linked to the 5-end (RB) of the T-strand [14]. For more details, see Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Structure representation of the Agrobacterium Ti-plasmid and integrated T-DNA molecules. (a) The 
T-DNA section includes left border (LB), right border (RB) and the virulence (vir) region. (b) The borders of T-DNA 
are 25-bp repeats and works as targets for the VirD1 - VirD2 endonuclease complex (c) As single-stranded DNA 
molecule, the (T-strand) is released and T-DNA typically take part into the host genome (d) In various orientationsas 
a single full-length or (e) truncated molecule in addition to (f) multiple molecules joined to each other [4]. 
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This method has been found to be challenging due to the low copy number and large size of Ti plasmids, 
leading to difficulties in plasmid manipulation and isolation, and it limited in the range of plant species that can 
be transformed because not all tissues or species are susceptible to Agrobacterium [15] [16]. To support these 
limitations, it has been reported by the group of researchers in Japan and Australia Nakano, Suzuki [17], large 
DNA molecules about 100 kb integrated by this indirect method and tend to be rearranged with deletions, du-
plications and insertions not only in the transgenic rice lines but also in itself. Therefore, this method may not be 
the ideal for transformation large DNA fragments. 

Beside some drawbacks for Agrobacterium transformation, this method still works in many labs and high 
transformation rate frequencies could be obtained. More recently, by group of researchers Chetty, Ceballos [18], 
four Agrobacterium tumefaciens strains (GV3101, EHA105, AGL1, and MP90) for the genetic transformation 
of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) cultivar was evaluated. The reasons they chose Micro-Tom for their ex-
periment was due to the fact that it differs from typical tomato cultivars by having two recessive genes, which 
confer the dwarf phenotype and it is preferred as a model system for functional genomics, because it shares sev-
eral unique features with Arabidopsis, such as small size and short life cycle [19]. Transformation rate frequen-
cies for all strains were (65%, 40%, 35% and 15%) respectively. The analysis by comparative qPCR technique 
for duplex Taq-Man reactions showed that the strain MP90 was the most efficient in the transfer of single trans-
gene insertions into the tomato genome regardless to their lowest transformation rate (see Table 1). Thus, their 
discovery could be used for functional genomics and biotechnological applications in tomato. 

3. Physical Methods 
3.1. Microprojectile Bombardment 
Particle bombardment is a theoretically simple powerful tool for biotechnologists allowing direct gene transfer 
to a broad range of cells and tissues which have been found difficult to transform by other technique, and is 
more valuable for improving species which have high level of heterozygosity such as potato and cassava [20]. 

The term biolistic was established to describe the nature of the delivery of the foreign DNA into living 
cells,and the development of the particle bombardments from concept to useful process was first invented by 
Sanford [21], in which gene carriers can penetrate virtually any type of tissue or at least the first few cell layers 
and to generate transgenic plants in species which were not amenable to Agrobacterium-mediated genetic trans-
formation. 

Principally, the particle bombardment device comprises of a mechanism to accelerate the particles to desired 
speeds and adjust their penetration into the receiver cells. Initially, the gun powder discharge device was used to 
accelerate inert metal microprojectiles coated with biologically active compounds [21]. Soon after, this device 
was replaced with inert gas helium (Biolistics1 PDS-1000/He) to offer the force for microprojection [22]. The 
rupture disk assembly is the major part of this most commonly used device which controls the helium pressure 
and helium gas released by a rupture disc and partial vacuum to propel a macrocarrier plastic sheet loaded with 
DNA coated tungsten or gold. This disk assembly contains a gas acceleration tube with a rupture disk placed at 
the bottom of the tube inside a retaining cap. Subsequently, the gas chamber is evacuated and the helium gas 
pressure is allowed to build up to the desired level to break the rupture disk. Finally, at the optimized velocity  
 
Table 1. Percentage of transgenic plants based on a duplexed TaqMan qPCR assay with 1, 2 or 2 copies of nptII or uidA 
transgenes in their genomes, a total of 42 plants obtained with each Agrobacterium strain were used for the TaqMan assay 
[5]. 

Agrobacterium Strain 

Transgene copy number (%) 

nptII uidA 

1 2 >2 1 2 >2 

AGL1 52 24 24 52 29 19 

EHA105 67 21 12 62 25 13 

GV3101 52 33 15 55 31 14 

MP90 76 24 0 67 33 0 
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via metal screen, the optimized helium gas pressure forces the microprojectiles to deliver biologically active 
compounds and penetrate the target tissue to affect gene transfer [22] [23] (See Figure 3, for diagrammatic rep-
resentation of this device). The main function of the microprojectiles is to create holes through which DNA 
passes into the cells. Therefore, a number of modifications have been made to the power source used to propel 
the microprojectiles to control microprojectile penetration into cells such as regulated nitrogen gas pressure, an 
air gun and compressed air [24]-[26]. A main difference in the air gun technique is that the DNA is suspended 
with the microprojectiles rather than being coated on them [25]. The creators of mentioned techniques assumed 
that the movement of DNA independent of microprojectiles which allows them to target small locations of tis-
sues. 

The critical factors to maximize transformation efficiency by this system are the delivery of optimal amount 
of DNA with minimal injury to the receiver plant tissue, size and density of microprojectiles, attachment of 
DNA to microprojectiles, helium pressure at which microprojectiles are propelled and distance between rupture 
disc are all important factors [4] [23]. Most of these parameters need to be optimized and differ with individual 
laboratories. By only changing the target diameter or adjusting the distance that the microparticles travel to the 
target tissue, transformation events may be affected [23]. 

One of the preferred methods for both transient gene expression studies and stable genetic transformation for 
improvement of crops is biolistic gene transfer [27]. For example, first transgenic sugarcane plants were gener-
ated by Bower and Birch [28], from embryonic callus, they easily recovered transgenic sugarcane plant with 
high DNA coated microprojectile by bombardment because the surface layer of sugarcane embryogenic callus 
obviously has a higher proportion of cells that are able to regenerate and proliferate that permit the selection of 
transformed plants [29]. Under the control of promoter Emu, transformation of a gene npt-II was delivered into 
sugarcane [30]. Subsequently, this transformation was confirmed by Southern hybridization. 

More recently for biolistic transformation of sugarcane Xiong, Jung [31], by using linear expression cassettes 
three different DNA coating procedures were compared, namely; spermidine, protamine sulfate and the Seashell 
DNAdelTM Gold Carrier with patented precipitation buffer from Seashell Technology. The free base (Spermidine) 
lead to 2.65-fold and three-fold higher transient GUS expression than Seashell DNAdelTM and protamine, 

 

 
Figure 3. Diagrammatic representation of biolistic PDS-1000/He biolistic gun (courtesy bio-
rad laboratories, USA) [1]. 
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respectively and they assumed that all three DNA coating protocols are similarly effective for stable genetic 
transformation of sugarcane (For more details, see Table 2 and Figure 4). 

Recently, progress of a new active transgenesis method based on particle bombardment would be more effec-
tive than common particle bombardment and integration of multiple copies of DNA could be decreased [32]. 

Wu, Du [32] delivered DNA-enzyme complex into plant cells through the biolistic method by using 1 μm 
gold microparticles. The codelivery of the DNA complex (DNA plasmid and protein) let to enhanced plant 
transformation efficiency. However; it required covalent modification of the protein so as to stay attached with 
the gold microparticle in the time of bombardment. Therefore, platform for codelivery the DNA complex to 
plant tissues by means of a biolistic particle delivery system will lead to advancements in plant genomic ma-
nipulation applications. 

Delivery of biomolecules mediated by mesoporous silica nanoparticleis (MSNs) particularly interesting be-
cause without the assistance of protein transport systems, proteins are often unable to cross the barrier of cells 
membrane [33]. 

In general, the low activity of endocytosis and the barrier of cell walls limit the application of nanotechnology 
on plant systems. Up to now, only calcium phosphate nanoparticles and poly dendrimer (DNA vector),showed 
that particles could be entered into plants through simple co-culture methods and works as carriers for gene de-
livery without any additional assistance, and high transient delivery efficiency could be obtained [34]. However, 
this method was cost effective and should be developed further. 
 
Table 2. Stable transformation efficiency for three coating treatments, same letters indicate lack of significant difference at p 
< 0.05, (*) For each bombardment (20 - 30) calli were placed in the centre of the petri dish to cover a circular area of 4.6 cm2 
[31]. 

Treatment Experiment Number of 
bombardments 

Number of 
transgenic plants 

Number of transgenic 
plants/bombardment* 

Spermidine 

I 8 13 1.63 

II 8 15 1.88 

III 14 25 1.79 

Spermidine total  30 53 1.76 ± 0.07 

Protamine I 8 23 2.88 

 II 8 9 1.13 

 III 14 16 1.14 

Protamine total  30 45 1.71 ± 0.58 

Seashell DNA del TM I 8 7 0.88 

 II 8 9 1.13 

 III 14 25 1.79 

Seashell DNA del TM  30 41 1.26 ± 0.27 

 

 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of the nptII expression cassette for stable transformation analysis. The black line under-
neath nptII gene represents the nptII ORF region (703 bps) that was used as probe in southern blot hybridization [31]. 
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More recently, to develop plant transient gene expression system, Mou, Chang [35] used functionalized 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles. In this approach, MSNs worked as a cargo for deliver foreign DNA into 
Arabidopsis thaliana roots without any need for mechanical forces. In addition, gene expression was detected in 
the epidermal layer and in the more inner cortical and endodermal root tissues by both antibody labelling and 
fluorescence. This in particular is an advantage to the common particle bombardment technique which hardly 
delivers DNA into deeper plant tissues [35] (For more details, see Figure 5 and Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 5. Possible routes of TMAPS/F-MSNs plasmid after internalization into the Arabidopsis root cell. 
Once passed through the cell wall, TMAPS/F-MSNs may be internalized by endocytosis (scheme A) or pene-
trate the plasma membrane (scheme B), which may be a primary route. Particles could enter organelles or stay 
in the cytoplasm after TMAPS/F-MSNs pass the plasma membrane such as plastids and the nucleus. The 
DNA-loaded TMAPS/F-MSN complex internalized into the plant cell (scheme C) could then reach the nu-
cleus. MSNs and plasmid DNA may pass through the nuclear pore as a complex or DNA molecules may be 
released from the MSNs and enter the nucleus [3]. 

 

 
Figure 6. Polar distribution of internalized MSNs in Arabidopsis root cells. (a) Confocal images of uneven 
distribution of TMAPS/F-MSNs (green) in individual cells (arrows) after incubation for 24 h at 24c0 in 1/2 
MS. To label the cell walls and reveal cell viability, Arabidopsis roots were stained with PI (red). Scale bars: 
50 mm. (b) a schematic illustration of the Arabidopsis root. And then in the maturation zone of the root (black 
box), the TMAPS/F-MSNs was detected [3]. 
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3.2. Silicon Carbide-Mediated Transformation 
The use of silicon-mediated transformation first reported by Kaeppler, Somers [36] which is one of the least 
complicated techniques. In this technique, small needle-type silicon carbide whiskers with very high tensile 
strength are mixed with the gene of interest and plant cells, and the mixture is vortexed and then plated on cul-
ture medium [36]. Subsequently, the cultured cells will be assessed for DNA integration and insertion into the 
recipient cells. In this process, the created holes permit the DNA to be delivered into plant cells [37]. Stably 
transformed plant cells have been produced by using this kind of DNA delivery method [36] [38]. In addition, 
by exposing cells to high molarity of sorbitol, the efficiency of DNA delivery by silicon carbide whiskers could 
be increased [39]. 

Although the attributes of this method have been recognized for being simple, less resource requiring for 
DNA delivery into plants cells and cost effective [37] [38], it has also been reported that it imposes health haz-
ards due to fiber inhalation and may be harmful to human beings, if not performed properly [40]. Therefore, 
there has been a search for other possible alternative, which could be used for similar DNA transfer purposes, as 
a consequence; the use of aluminum borate whiskers (ABW) was appeared [41]. The same group researchers 
improved this method by using multidirectional shaker instead of ordinary vortex. Recently, an efficient trans-
genic kabocha squash plants (Cucurbita moschata) have also been produced which was about (2.7%) by pene-
trating cotyledonary node explants with (ABW) prior to inoculation with Agrobacterium [42]. 

Moreover, by group of researchers in Pakistan [43], the newly inexpensive and efficient protocol was devel-
oped for salt tolerance in cotton due to transgene overexpression of Arabidopsis vacuolar pyrophosphatase 
(AVP1) genes by using a silicon carbide whisker-mediated gene transfer system. In addition, from just (1 g) em-
bryogenic cotton calli treated with whiskers, they generated about 60 fertile plants of 20 independent transgenic 
events. Furthermore, for optimum efficiency of cotton embryogenic callus, transformations of cotton calli were 
evaluated giving about (94%). 

3.3. Electroporation-Mediated Transformation 
The application of electroporation has a major impact on genetic manipulation of organism. In this method, the 
foreign DNA migrates through high voltage resulting in formation of pores in the plasma membrane [44]. In 
general, this method was originally developed for protoplast transformation but has subsequently been revealed 
to work with whole plant cells [45] [46]. 

Practically, high electric fields are applied to protoplasts or cells suspended in a liquid culture medium en-
closed in a discharge chamber [47]. Then, by a capacitor discharge, the electric field is applied which in some 
commercial instruments can provide high voltage, up to (3000) [48]. The voltage and time applied relies on the 
cell type used for electroporation. In addition, efficiency of electroporation may be affected by surface concen-
tration of DNA and tolerance of cells to membrane permeation [49] [50]. 

However, there was an attention in bypassing the protoplasts for electroporation because the regeneration of 
fertile transgenic plants system has not been developed in most plant species [49]. In addition, the main physical 
barrier to electroporation maybe is the thickness of recipient cell walls [8]. 

The first stable transformation through this method was with rice seeds cultured (2) days prior which has been 
subjected by electro-injection with a plasmid having neomycin phosphotransferase II (NPTII) gene and then 
transgenic rice were regenerated through somatic embryogenesis [51]. Subsequently, by using the pulse-dis- 
charging electroporation system, stable transformants has been produced for immature corn embryos [52]. 

4. Application of Disease Resistance in Crops 
4.1. Agrobacterium-Mediated Gene Transfer 
Recently, resistance against Leaf Spot under improved form of CaMV 35S promoter by over expressing rice 
chitinase-3 gene in transgenic peanut through Agrobacterium mediated gene transfer was found [53]. Agrobac-
terium tumefaciens strain LB4404 was used holding the binary vector (pB1333-EN4-RCG3) comprising the hy-
gromycin resistance (hpt) and chitinase gene as selectable marker (see Figure 7). In addition, through Southern 
hybridization analysis of the genomic DNA, the integration of transgene in the nuclear genome of the putative 
transformed plants was confirmed. 

More than 60% of regenerated plantlets were observed whereas transgenic healthy plants with over 42% 
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transformation frequency were formed and all plants were normally grown. Subsequently, by infection with the 
microspores, (T1) plants were tested for resistance against Leaf Spot. Transgenic strains showed a higher resis-
tance than the non-transgenic plants. Their results indicated that the lines with high enzyme activity similarly 
showed a high resistance against leaf spot (see Table 3). 

4.2. Microprojectile Bombardment 
Tissue culture and transformation were the most difficult task for developing the transgenic papaya [54]. How-
ever, this mission was taken into consideration by Fitch and Manshardt [55], three different cultivars (Sunset, 
Sunrise Kapoho) were targeted. To develop a papaya regeneration system through organogenesis, a great effort 
has been made by Fitch but unfortunately he was unsuccessful. Soon after, a quick decision has been made to 
use embryogenic tissue transformation through particle bombardments. Therefore, with tungsten particles coated 
with DNA of the PRSV HA 5-1 coat protein gene with the gene gun, embryogenic tissue was bombarded [56]. 
Then after 15 months in the greenhouse, transgenic plants were obtained and growing in the good conditions [57]. 

However, genetic engineering through particle bombardment and Agrobacterium-mediate both create rela-
tively random integration of the transgene into the host genome [58]. In addition, the expression of the trans-
genes considerably affected by the random integration and similarly gene disruption could possibly occur due to 
this integration [58]. Southern blot hybridization, however, is useful mechanism for evaluating transgene copy 
number of insertion but the physical location of the transgene insertion cannot be indicated [58]. 
 

 
Figure 7. Vector pB1333-EN4-RCG3 [2]. 
 
Table 3. Rice chitinase activity and pathogen resistance assay in peanut. In response to the hydrogen peroxide, Oschit tran-
scripts accumulate. Therefore, an Oschit band with the expected size of (750-bp) has been amplified from transgenic lines 
[35]. 

Transgenic line RT-PCR 
result 

Oschit 
activity 

Enhanced chitinase  
activity 

Resistance to  
C. arachidicola 

Correlation to  
hypothesis 

Golden untransformed _ 1 _ _ _ 

09-G1 + 6.5 Y Y √ 

09-G2 + 3.5 Y Y √ 

09-G7 + 6.2 Y Y √ 

09-G7.3 + 3.2 Y N × 

09-G9 + 1.9 N N √ 

09-B4 + 2.1 N Y × 

09-B5.4 + 6 Y Y √ 

09-B13 + 2.3 Y N × 

10-B2 + 1.8 N N √ 

10-B3.4 + 3 Y N × 
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Researchers were thinking about more attractive technique to control disease resistance for papaya. Therefore, 
genetic resistance within the species may be more explained with the advantage of fully first sequenced genome 
of transgenic papaya [59]. Recently from a wild relative by back crossing, the introgression of papaya ringspot 
virus (PRSV) resistance was successfully accomplished [60]. This provides new hope that other wild relative 
traits may be introgressed into papaya in the near future. 

5. Conclusions 
Development of gene transfer systems in plants probably one of the most challenging aspects of plant research. 
Now day, the two methods of choice are definitely the Agrobacterium-mediated and the biolistic-mediated DNA 
delivery systems. From two decades ago, development of transformation technology was viewed primarily as an 
objective to the production of transgenic crops with improved agronomic characteristics for enhanced crop pro-
ductivity [6]. However, the emergence of functional genomics and the requirement for high-throughput tech-
nology for assessment of gene function in plants have generated a whole new focus on generation of transgenic 
plants [61]. This circumstance has become even more evident for economically important crop plants, in which 
high efficiency transformation systems are generally missing, compared to model systems such as Arabidopsis 
thaliana [62]. However, progress made in rice and corn is encouraging with the use of Agrobacterium for trans-
formation in a fairly high-throughput manner [63] [64]. The focus is, therefore, still focused around those other 
economically important plants, which can be made amenable for high-throughput gene transfer in order to make 
greatest use of the huge repertoire of data flowing from genome projects. 

Therefore, gene transfer methods to plants will continue to receive renewed interest in the future. The devel-
opment of nanoparticles for DNA delivery into plant cells is emerging [65] and there are possibilities to combine 
the benefits of biolistic and Agrobacterium in the near future [66]. Meanwhile, the approach of in plant trans-
formation using Agrobacterium is likely to continue getting attention, due to avoidance of a tissue culture step 
for the regeneration of transformation events. Finally, the likely achievements will come from a combination of 
several existing methods, with the most suitable, and most likely popular, gene transfer method having the ac-
cessibility, and simplicity for a large number of plant species. 
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